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QCD TOOLS FOR LHC PHYSICS: FROM 8 TO 14 TEV - WHAT'S NEEDED AND WHY?



VV production and 
Higgs searches:	


why it is interesting



VV production and Higgs physics:	

vector bosons as a background

Higgs production in association with jets

jetsN
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Table 8: Selection table for Njet = 0 in 8 TeV data. The observed (Nobs) and expected (Nexp) yields for

the signal (Nsig) and background (Nbkg) processes are shown for the (a) eµ+ µe and (b) ee+ µµ chan-

nels. The composition of Nbkg is given on the right. The requirements are imposed sequentially from

top to bottom. Energies, masses, and momenta are in units of GeV. All uncertainties are statistical.

(a) eµ+ µe channel

Selection Nobs Nbkg Nsig

Njet = 0 9024 9000± 40 172± 2
|∆φℓℓ,MET |> π2 8100 8120± 40 170± 2
pℓℓ
T
> 30 5497 5490± 30 156± 2

mℓℓ < 50 1453 1310± 10 124± 1
|∆φℓℓ |< 1.8 1399 1240± 10 119± 1

NWW NVV Ntt̄ Nt NZ/γ∗ NW+ jets

4900± 20 370± 10 510± 10 310± 10 2440± 30 470± 10
4840± 20 360± 10 490± 10 310± 10 1690± 30 440± 10
4050± 20 290± 10 450± 10 280± 10 100± 10 320± 5
960± 10 110± 6 69± 3 46± 3 18± 7 100± 2
930± 10 107± 6 67± 3 44± 3 13± 7 88± 2

(b) ee+ µµ channel

Selection Nobs Nbkg Nsig

Njet = 0 16446 15600± 200 104± 1
|∆φℓℓ,MET |> π2 13697 12970± 140 103± 1
pℓℓ
T
> 30 5670 5650± 70 99± 1

mℓℓ < 50 2314 2390± 20 84± 1
pmiss
T,rel
> 45 1032 993± 10 63± 1

|∆φℓℓ |< 1.8 1026 983± 10 63± 1
frecoil < 0.05 671 647± 7 42± 1

NWW NVV Ntt̄ Nt NZ/γ∗ NW+ jets

2440± 10 190± 5 280± 6 175± 6 12300± 160 170± 10
2430± 10 190± 5 280± 6 174± 6 9740± 140 160± 10
2300± 10 170± 5 260± 6 167± 5 2610± 70 134± 4
760± 10 64± 3 53± 3 42± 3 1410± 20 62± 3
650± 10 42± 2 47± 3 39± 3 200± 5 19± 2
640± 10 41± 2 46± 3 39± 3 195± 5 18± 2
520± 10 30± 2 19± 2 22± 2 49± 3 12± 1

Table 9: Selection table for Njet = 1 in 8 TeV data. More details are given in the caption of Table 8.

(a) eµ+ µe channel

Selection Nobs Nbkg Nsig

Njet = 1 9527 9460± 40 97± 1
Nb-jet = 0 4320 4240± 30 85± 1
Z→ ττ veto 4138 4020± 30 84± 1
mℓℓ < 50 886 830± 10 63± 1
|∆φℓℓ |< 1.8 728 650± 10 59± 1

NWW NVV Ntt̄ Nt NZ/γ∗ NW+ jets

1660± 10 270± 10 4980± 30 1600± 20 760± 20 195± 5
1460± 10 220± 10 1270± 10 460± 10 670± 10 160± 4
1420± 10 220± 10 1220± 10 440± 10 580± 10 155± 4
270± 4 69± 5 216± 6 80± 4 149± 5 46± 2
250± 4 60± 4 204± 6 76± 4 28± 3 34± 2

(b) ee+ µµ channel

Selection Nobs Nbkg Nsig

Njet = 1 8354 8120± 90 54± 1
Nb-jet = 0 5192 4800± 80 48± 1
mℓℓ < 50 1773 1540± 20 38± 1
pmiss
T,rel
> 45 440 420± 10 21± 1

|∆φℓℓ |< 1.8 430 410± 10 20± 1
frecoil < 0.2 346 320± 10 16± 1

NWW NVV Ntt̄ Nt NZ/γ∗ NW+ jets

820± 10 140± 10 2740± 20 890± 10 3470± 80 60± 10
720± 10 120± 10 720± 10 260± 10 2940± 70 40± 10
195± 4 35± 2 166± 5 65± 3 1060± 10 20± 2
148± 3 21± 1 128± 5 52± 3 64± 4 5.1± 0.8
143± 3 20± 1 125± 5 51± 3 63± 4 4.5± 0.7
128± 3 17± 1 97± 4 44± 3 25± 2 3.1± 0.6

7.2 Statistical model and signal extraction

The statistical analysis uses the likelihood function L, the product of Poisson functions for each
signal and control region and Gaussian constraints, where the product is over the decay channels. In

the Poisson term for the signal region µ scales the expected signal yield, with µ = 0 corresponding to
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Experimental analyses of Higgs decays to W-
bosons splits the Higgs signal according to jet 
multiplicities since systematic uncertainties in 
H+0 jets, H+1 jets and H+2 jets are very 
different.

Signal to background ratios in 
H+1 and H+2 jet bins are small, they are 
roughly 10 percent of the background

The signal significance in H+1jet is smaller, but 
not much smaller, than the significance in H+0 
jets
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Inclusive searches, coupling measurements, channel 
separation… mostly qq->VV (~ 90%) 



VV production and Higgs physics:	

vector bosons as probes for Higgs properties

[Martin; Dixon, Li; Passarino, Kauer; Kauer; FC, Melnikov]

Off-shell effects: 	

• negligible for the fiducial rate for mH ~ 126 GeV SM Higgs 	

!

• can provide complementary information wrt traditional on-
shell measurements -> model-independent Higgs properties	


• may become large for non standard Higgs (e.g. high-mass SM-
like Higgs)

[Ellis, Campbell, Williams (2011); Kauer, Passarino (2012); Kauer (2013)]

Use off-shell effects to probe the Higgs nature

SENSITIVE TO GG -> VV PROCESSES



Remarkable progress, from discovery to rapidly sharpening our 
understanding of this new state
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Two examples: Higgs coupling determination

�i!H!f ⇡ �i!H�H!f

�H
⇡

g2i g
2
f

�H

Naively, we only have access 
to coupling ratios

A pragmatic approach:	

1. take cross-section rations to 

isolate desired production/
decay mode	


2. fit assuming SM-like behavior
[see e.g. Giardino et al.; Djouadi, Moreau (2013)]

Ideally:	

MODEL-INDEPENDENT results



Higgs couplings: the problem

�i!H!f ⇡ �i!H�H!f

�H
⇡

g2i g
2
f

�H

σ is invariant under g ! ⇠g, �H ! ⇠4�H

For a model-independent determination, 	

we must break this degeneracy

DIRECT MEASUREMENT OF THE  HIGGS  WIDTH?	

•LHC sensitivity: ~ 1-5 GeV	

•SM width: ~ 4 MeV !!!

WE  NEED  AN  INDIRECT  WAY  OF  MEASURING ΓH



The key point: search for an observable 
with different dependence on gi,f and ΓH

First example: use the mass-shift coming from  
H-> γγ interference [Dixon, Li (2013)]

�gg!H!�� ⇠
g2Hggg

2
H��

�H

�int
gg!H!�� ⇠ gHgggH��

Observable effect from the 
interference:  ΔMZZ,γγ

[Martin (2012)]
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which is missing in the continuum background [17]. The
K factor of the interference is between that of the signal
and that of the background. This is reasonable but not
inevitable, given that only a restricted set of helicity con-
figurations enters the interference. For moderate jet veto
cuts, the mass shift depends very weakly on pT due to
the smallness of the real radiation contribution. The ex-
tra interference with quark-gluon scattering at tree level
reduces the mass shift a bit more, as shown in the curve
labeled NLO (gg) + LO (qg) in fig. 3. At small veto pT ,
the results become unreliable: large logarithms spoil the
convergence of perturbation theory, and resummation is
required, which is beyond the scope of this letter.
In fig. 4 we remove the jet veto cut, and study how

the mass shift depends on a lower cut on the Higgs
transverse momentum, pT > pT,H . This strong depen-
dence could potentially be observed experimentally, com-
pletely within the γγ channel, without having to compare
against a mass measurement using the only other high-
precision channel, ZZ∗. (The mass shift for ZZ∗ is much
smaller than for γγ, as can be inferred from fig. 17 of
ref. [26], because H → ZZ∗ is a tree-level decay, while
the continuum background gg → ZZ∗ arises at one loop,
the same order as gg → γγ.) Using only γγ events might
lead to reduced experimental systematics associated with
the absolute photon energy scale. The pT,H dependence
of the mass shift was first studied in ref. [7]. The dotted
red band includes, in addition, the continuum process
qg → γγq at one loop via a light quark loop, a part of
the full O(α3

s) correction. This new contribution par-
tially cancels against the tree-level qg channel, leading to
a larger negative Higgs mass shift. The scale variation
of the mass shift at finite pT,H is very small, because it
is essentially a LO analysis; the scale variation largely
cancels in the ratio between interference and signal that
enters the mass shift.
Due to large logarithms, the small pT,H portion of fig. 4

is less reliable than the large pT,H portion. In using the
pT,H dependence of the mass shift to constrain the Higgs
width, the theoretical accuracy will benefit from using
a wide first bin in pT . One could take the difference
between apparent Higgs masses for γγ events in two bins,
those having pT above and below, say, 40 GeV.
Finally, we allow the Higgs width to differ from the

SM prediction. The Higgs couplings to gluons, photons,
and other observed final states should then change ac-
cordingly, in order to maintain roughly SM signal yields,
as is in reasonable agreement with current LHC measure-
ments. In particular, for the product cgcγ = cgγ entering
the dominant gluon fusion contribution to the γγ yield,
we solve the following equation,

c2gγS

mHΓH
+ cgγI =

!

S

mHΓSM
H

+ I

"

µγγ , (6)

where µγγ denotes the ratio of the experimental sig-
nal strength in gg → H → γγ to the SM prediction
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FIG. 5. Higgs mass shift as a function of the Higgs width.
The coupling cgγ has been adjusted to maintain a constant
signal strength, in this case µγγ = 1.

(σ/σSM). For Higgs widths much less than 1.7 GeV,
the mass shift is directly proportional to cgγ/µγγ. On
the right-hand side of eq. (6), the two-loop imaginary
interference term I is negligible; the fractional destruc-
tive interference in the SM is mHΓSM

H I/S ≈ −1.6%. For
ΓH ≤ 100ΓSM

H = 400 MeV, it is a good approximation
to also neglect I on the left-hand side. Then the solu-

tion for cgγ is simply cgγ =
#

µγγΓH/ΓSM
H . Fig. 5 plots

the mass shift, assuming µγγ = 1. It is indeed propor-
tional to

√
ΓH for the widths shown in the figure, up to

small corrections. If new physics somehow reverses the
sign of the Higgs diphoton amplitude, the interference is
constructive and the mass shift is positive.
In principle, one could apply the existing measure-

ments of the Higgs mass in the ZZ∗ and γγ channels
in order to get a first limit on the Higgs width from this
method. However, there are a few reasons why we do
not do this here. First of all, the current ATLAS [27]
and CMS [28] measurements are not very compatible,

mγγ
H −mZZ

H = +2.3+0.6
−0.7 ± 0.6 GeV (ATLAS)

= −0.4± 0.7± 0.6 GeV (CMS), (7)

where the first error is statistical and the second is sys-
tematic. Second, the experimental resolution differs from
bin to bin and has non-Gaussian tails. Third, the precise
background model can influence the apparent mass shift.
What we can say is that taking ΓH = 200ΓSM

H = 800 MeV
and neglecting the latter factors would result in a mass
shift of order 1 GeV, in the same range as eq. (7). This is
a considerably smaller width than the first direct bound
from CMS, ΓH < 6.9 GeV at 95% confidence level [29].
A measurement of ∆mH using two pT,H bins in the

γγ channel is currently limited by statistics. At the high
luminosity LHC, with 3 ab−1 of integrated luminosity at
14 TeV, the statistical error on ∆mH will drop to 50 MeV

PROMISING, UNDER EXPERIMENTAL STUDY	

Similar effects can be used to determine J+- properties

Measurement of ΔMZZ,γγ: 	

model-independent determination of ΓH

LHC estimated reach

[Dixon, talk at Radcor 2013]
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Second example: use the cross-section itself
[FC, Melnikov (2013)]



LHC results: on the Higgs peak, the number of events 
is compatible with the SM expectation

g2i g
2
f

�H
=

g2i,SMg2f,SM
�H,SM

�! g = ⇠gSM, �H = ⇠4�H,SM

Look for off-peak events: �
off

⇠ g2
i

g2
f

Noff
obs / g2i g

2
f = ⇠4g2i,SMg2f,SM / ⇠4Noff

SM =
�H

�H,SM
Noff

SM

DIRECT ACCESS TO THE WIDTH	


�H =
Noff

obs

Noff
SM

�H,SM
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Figure 15. MZZ distributions for gg → H → ZZ → ℓℓ̄νℓν̄ℓ for MH = 125GeV. Applied cuts:
pT ℓ > 20GeV, |ηℓ| < 2.5, 76GeV < Mℓℓ < 106GeV, p/T > 10GeV. Other details as in Fig. 4.

gg (→ H) → ZZ → ℓℓ̄νℓν̄ℓ

σ [fb], pp,
√
s = 8TeV, MH = 125GeV ZWA interference

MT cut HZWA Hoffshell cont |Hofs+cont|2 R0 R1 R2

none 0.1593(2) 0.2571(2) 1.5631(7) 1.6376(9) 0.6196(7) 0.8997(6) 0.290(5)

MT1 < MH 0.1593(2) 0.1625(2) 0.4197(5) 0.5663(6) 0.980(2) 0.973(2) 0.902(5)

Table 6. Cross sections for gg (→ H) → ZZ → ℓℓ̄νℓν̄ℓ for MH = 125GeV without and with
transverse mass cut. Applied cuts: pT ℓ > 20GeV, |ηℓ| < 2.5, 76GeV < Mℓℓ < 106GeV, p/T >
10GeV. Other details as in Table 3.

4 Conclusions

In the Higgs search at the LHC, a light Higgs boson is not excluded by experimental data.

In the mass range 115GeV ! MH ! 130GeV, one has ΓH/MH < 10−4 for the SM Higgs

boson. We have shown for inclusive cross sections and cross sections with experimental

selection cuts that the ZWA is in general not adequate and the error estimate O(ΓH/MH)

is not reliable for a light Higgs boson. The inclusion of off-shell contributions is essential

to obtain an accurate Higgs signal normalisation at the 1% precision level. We have traced

this back to the dependence of the decay (and to a lesser degree production) matrix element

on the Higgs virtuality q2. For the H → WW,ZZ decay modes we find that above the

weak-boson pair production threshold the (q2)2 dependence of the decay matrix element

compensates the q2-dependence of the Higgs propagator, which results in a significantly

enhanced off-shell cross section in comparison to the ZWA cross section, when this phase

– 18 –

Above the VV threshold: 	

enhanced decay into 

longitudinal gauge bosons⇠ M3
V V

WL, ZL

WL, ZL

Large plateau, 
eventually washed away 
by parton luminosities

The role of vector bosons: 	

enhanced off-shell tail of the cross section

[Kauer, Passarino (2012)]

Large O(10%) effect



In the SM: σint ~ - 50% off peak [Kauer, Passarino (2012)]

�int ⇠ gHgggHV V = [ei✓]

s
�H

�H,SM
�int
SM

Noff =
�H

�H,SM
Noff

SM � [ei✓]

s
�H

�H,SM
N int

SM

PUTTING EVERYTHING TOGETHER:

The role of vector bosons: 	

large interference effects



Phenomenological results: ΓH  from H-> ZZ decays

Very crude analysis, 	

current CMS dataset:

Estimated reach of this method at the LHC: 
�H  5� 10 MeV

9

6 Results

The reconstructed four-lepton invariant-mass distribution for the 4`, combining the 4e, 4µ, and
2e2µ channels, is shown in Fig. 2 and compared with the expectation from SM background
processes. The observed distribution is in good agreement with the expectation. The Z !
4` resonance peak at m4` = mZ is observed with normalization and shape as expected. The
measured distribution at higher mass is dominated by the irreducible ZZ background. A clear
peak around m4` = 126 GeV is seen, confirming the results reported in [10].
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Figure 2: Distribution of the four-lepton reconstructed mass in the full mass range for the sum
of the 4e, 4µ, and 2e2µ channels. Points represent the data, shaded histograms represent the
background and the unshaded histogram the signal expectation. The expected distributions
are presented as stacked histograms. The measurements are presented for the sum of the data
collected at

p
s = 7 TeV and

p
s = 8 TeV. No event is observed for m4` > 800 GeV.

The reconstructed visible mass distribution after Z2 scaling for the 2`2t selection, combining
all the `+`�t+t� final states, is shown in Fig. 3. The measured distribution is well described
by the SM background expectation.

The number of candidates observed as well as the estimated background are reported in Ta-
ble 1, for the selection in the full mass measurement range for the SM-like Higgs boson search,
100 < m4`, m2`2t < 1000 GeV. The expected number of signal events is also given for several
SM-like Higgs boson mass hypotheses. The observed event rates for the various channels are
compatible with SM background expectation.

The distributions of the kinematic discriminant KD versus the four-lepton reconstructed mass
m4` are shown for the selected events and compared to SM background expectation in Fig. 4.
The distribution of events in the (m4`, KD) plane is seen to agree well with the SM expectation

�H  21 �H,sm

�H  88 MeV
[FC, Melnikov (2013)]

More refined analysis, matrix element method:

�H  (15.7�2.9
+3.9) · �H,sm at 95% CL

[Campbell, Ellis, Williams arXiv:1311.3589]



VV production and 
Higgs searches:	


where do we stand



qq->γγ, qq->Zγ is known @ NNLO

(µR) and factorization (µF ) scales are set to the value of the invariant mass of the diphoton system,
µR = µF = Mγγ . The QED coupling constant α is fixed to α = 1/137.

We apply typical kinematical cuts [17] that are used by the ATLAS and CMS Collaborations
in their Higgs search studies. We require the harder photon to have a transverse momentum
pharderT ≥ 40 GeV, while for the softer photon we demand psofterT ≥ 25 GeV. The rapidity of both
photons is restricted to |yγ| ≤ 2.5, and the invariant mass of the diphoton system is constrained
to lie in the range 20GeV ≤ Mγγ ≤ 250GeV.

σ (fb) LO NLO NNLO

µF = µR = Mγγ/2 5045± 1 26581± 23 45588± 97
µF = µR = Mγγ 5712± 2 26402± 25 43315± 54
µF = µR = 2Mγγ 6319± 2 26045± 24 41794± 77

Table 1: Cross sections for pp → γγ + X at the LHC (
√
s = 14 TeV). The applied cuts are

described in the text.

Figure 1: Invariant mass distribution of the photon pair at the LHC (
√
s = 14 TeV): LO (dots),

NLO (dashes) and NNLO (solid) results. We also present the results of the box and NLO+box
contributions. The inset plot shows the corresponding K-factors.

We start the presentation of our results by considering diphoton production at the LHC (
√
s =

14 TeV). In Table 1, we report the results of the accepted cross section at LO, NLO and NNLO.
We have fixed µF = µR = µ and we have considered three values of µ/Mγγ (µ/Mγγ = 1/2, 1, 2).
The numerical errors estimate the statistical uncertainty of the Monte Carlo integration.

We note that the value of the cross section remarkably increases with the perturbative order
of the calculation. This increase is mostly due to the use of very asymmetric (unbalanced) cuts
on the photon transverse momenta. At the LO, kinematics implies that the two photons are
produced with equal transverse momentum and, thus, both photons should have pγT ≥ 40 GeV.

3

[Catani et al (2011)]

Figure 1: Invariant mass distribution of the l+l−γ system at LO (dots), NLO (dashes), NNLO
(solid). The loop-induced gg contribution is also shown for comparison. The lower panel shows
the ratio NNLO/NLO.

has a kinematical boundary at ml+l−γ ∼ 66 GeV, and the region below this boundary receives
contribution only beyond LO. We also note that the invariant-mass region below the Z peak is
the one in which NNLO corrections are more significant, but it marginally contributes to the cross
section.

In Fig. 2 we consider the pT distribution of the photon, and we present a comparison of the
NLO and NNLO theoretical predictions with the ATLAS data (the bin sizes are chosen so as
to match those adopted in Ref. [2]). We see that the data agree with the NLO and NNLO
theoretical predictions within the uncertainties, and that the NNLO corrections slightly improve
this agreement. We should not forget, however, that EW corrections affect the tail of the pγT
distribution in a significant way and act in the opposite direction [10].

ATLAS also considers an additional set up with pγT > 40 GeV. In this case our corresponding
cross sections are σLO = 77.48 ± 0.06 fb, σNLO = 132.89 ± 0.07 fb and σNNLO = 153.3 ± 0.5 fb.
The impact of the NNLO corrections is about 16% with respect to NLO. The increased impact
of NNLO corrections compared to the pγT > 15 GeV case can be understood by studying the
invariant mass distribution in Fig. 3. With pγT > 40 GeV the LO boundary moves to ml+l−γ ∼ 97
GeV, and the phase-space region below the boundary, which opens up beyond LO, includes the Z
peak, and significantly contributes to the cross section. Moreover the region immediately above
the Z peak shows relatively large NLO and NNLO corrections.

We have also considered the selection cuts applied by the CMS collaboration [3]. They require
the photon to have pγT > 15 GeV and pseudorapidity |ηγ| < 2.5. The charged leptons are required
to have plT > 20 GeV, |ηl| < 2.5, and mll > 50 GeV. The lepton–photon separation is ∆R(l, γ) >
0.7. The photon-isolation parameters that we use in this case are ϵγ = 0.05 and R = 0.15. Our

4

[Grazzini et al (2013)]

• contains LO gg->γγ/Zγ	

• expect NNLO qq-> Wγ soon?



A lot of recent developments for qq->VV
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Figure 3. Leading-jet transverse momentum (left) and total transverse energy (right): Nlo 4`

(green dashed) and Nlo 4` + 1j (green dotted) results are compared to an inclusive Mc@Nlo 4`

simulation (blue) and to Meps@Nlo 4`+0, 1j predictions (red). Uncertainty bands describe com-
bined QCD- and resummation-scale uncertainties (added in quadrature).

weights of the first shower emission and of its MC-subtraction counterpart differ by an
O(↵

s

) relative factor, which involves the ↵
s

(pT)/↵s

(µR) ratio as well as unresolved NLO
corrections. In the pT ! 0 limit, the Nlo 4` calculation involves an infrared singularity of
the form d�/dpT ⇠ ↵

s

ln(pT)/pT, which manifests itself as a linear rise if the distribution
is plotted against ln(pT) as in Fig. 3.a. This feature is qualitatively clearly visible but
quantitatively very mild, and the corresponding enhancement does not exceed 20% down
to pT = 5 GeV. This signifies that the effect of resumming Sudakov logarithms is impor-
tant but not dramatic in the considered pT-range. Higher Sudakov logarithms are partially
included in the Nlo calculation of 4` + 1j production, which remains infrared divergent
at pT ! 0, but turns out to be in better agreement with Mc@Nlo and Meps@Nlo pre-
dictions for pT > 5 GeV. The Nlo 4` + 1j distribution has a higher tail with respect to
inclusive Nlo and Mc@Nlo predictions, as expected, but for pT & MW it starts to be
above the Meps@Nlo curve as well. This can be explained by the fact that, in contrast to
the Meps@Nlo approach, in fixed-order predictions the scale of ↵

s

couplings associated
with jet emission is not adapted to the jet-pT (cf. discussion in Section 2.3).

The total transverse energy, plotted in Fig. 3.b, is dominated by hard multi-jet emis-
sions that cannot be properly described neither by the inclusive Nlo calculation nor by
the Mc@Nlo approach and its parton-shower emissions. This starts to be visible at
HT ⇠ 200GeV and the deficit with respect to Meps@Nlo approaches 50% at 1 TeV.

Matching and merging effects in presence of a jet veto and jet binning are illustrated
in Fig. 4, where the integrated cross sections in the exclusive 0-jet bin (pT < pmax

T ) and
in the inclusive 1-jet bin (pT > pmin

T ) are plotted as a function of the corresponding upper
and lower transverse-momentum bounds. In the 0-jet bin, Mc@Nlo and Meps@Nlo pre-
dictions agree well at small jet-veto scales and differ by less than 10% at large pmax

T . The
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FIG. 1: Differential cross sections and K-factors for the effective mass observable, defined in Eq. (8), for the
LHC at

√
s = 8TeV. The bands correspond to varying µF = µR ≡ µ by factors 1/2 and 2 around the central

value from Eq. (5). The cyan solid bands give the uncertainty related to the RLS parameter varied between
0.5 and 1.5. The distribution is a sum of contributions from e+νee

−ν̄e, µ+νµµ
−ν̄µ, e+νeµ−ν̄µ and µ+νµe

−ν̄e
decay channels. The contribution from the gluon-fusion box and Higgs diagrams is included in the NLO and
n̄NLO curves. The left panels correspond to the inclusive sample, while the results shown in the right panel were
obtained with vetoing events containing jets which fulfill the criteria pT, jet > 30GeV and |η jet| < 4.7.

from new partonic channels. One should however still expect a genuine 2-loop correction on top of the
numbers given in Table I.
In Figs. 1-5 we then present several differential distributions. On the left-hand side of each figure we

show cross sections without cuts on possible final-state jets, while on the right-hand side, additionally
a jet veto is imposed. The upper panel of each graph shows various differential cross sections. The
NLO and n̄NLO curves both include the contribution from the gluon-fusion diagrams, which is also
shown separately with label “box+Higgs”. The cyan “n̄NLO (RLS)” band shows the uncertainty from
varying the LoopSim parameter, whereas all other bands denote the change from varying the scale by
a factor 2±1. For the results with the gluon-fusion part, i.e. NLO and n̄NLO, the width of the band
corresponds to linearly adding errors. In the middle and the bottom panels we plot the differential
K-factor with respect to LO and NLO, respectively,

KLO =
dσ/dx

dσLO/dx
, KNLO =

dσ/dx

dσNLO/dx
. (7)

The NLO curve also includes the gluon-fusion contribution.
In Fig. 1 we show the effective mass observable HT , defined as

HT =
!

pT,jets +
!

pT,ℓ + ET,miss , (8)

which is commonly used in new-physics searches. This variable is very sensitive to additional radiation
from further partons and soft or collinear emission of the W bosons. Once the former pass certain trans-
verse momenta and emission angles, they yield a significant enhancement of the differential distribution

Matching/merging: sizable part of NNLO corrections

[Cascioli et al (2013),  SHERPA+OPENLOOPS]

[Campanario et al (2013), LOOPSIM+VBF@NLO]
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FIG. 4: (a) Invariant mass distribution and factorization scale dependence of fixed order and

matched differential cross sections at
√
S = 14 TeV using MSTW2008 PDFs. The dash-dot-dot

curves have µf = MW and the dashed curves have µf = 4MW . (b) Ratio of the NLO+NNLL

matched and NLO invariant mass distribution for
√
S = 8 and 14 TeV with the NLO cross section

with NLO PDFs (solid) and NNLO PDFs (dashed). The factorization scale is fixed to µf = 2MW .

captures ∼ 90% of the NLO fixed order cross section. Hence, the threshold singularities

contribute most of the NLO cross section and we may expect that by resumming the higher

order logarithms we capture most of the higher order cross section.

In Fig. 4(a), we show dσ/dMWW versus MWW for
√
S = 14 TeV, with MSTW2008

PDFs. The curves are LO, NLO, NLL (matched), and NNLL (matched), with µh = MWW ,

µs = µmin
s and µf varied up and down by a factor of 2 from the central value of µ0

f = 2MW .

It is apparent that the NNLL resummation slightly increases the rate at the peak.

A change in the W+W− invariant mass distribution may be consequential to the analysis

of the H → W+W− → 2ℓ2ν decay channel. In the zero jet bin, the major background is

the SM (non-Higgs) production of W+W− [1, 2]. To estimate this background a sideband

analysis is performed. A control region is defined with a minimum dilepton invariant mass,

where the W+W− background strongly dominates the Higgs signal. The control region is

used to normalize the cross section and then Monte Carlo is used to extrapolate the line

shapes into the signal region. If higher order corrections alter the MWW distribution, the

dilepton invariant mass distribution will be changed and the extrapolation to the signal

region will need to take this into account.

14

Approximate NNLO from resummation 
TABLE II: Total cross sections for pp → W+W− with µ0

f = 2MW , µ0
h = MWW , µ0

s = µmin
s ,

and Q0
h = MWW . The NLO σNLO includes the gg contribution and is evaluated with NLO PDFs

and the remaining entries are evaluated with MSTW2008nnlo PDFs. The primed cross section

σ′NLO+NNLL is the sum of gg contribution σgg and the matched σNLO+NNLL, while σ′NNLO
approx is

the sum of σgg and approximate NNLO, σNNLO
approx . The last row, σ

′NNLO, is our best prediction for

the cross section.

σ(pb)
√
S = 7 TeV

√
S = 8 TeV

√
S = 13 TeV

√
S=14 TeV

σNLO 45.7+1.5
−1.1 55.7+1.7

−1.2 110.6+2.5
−1.6 122.2+2.5

−1.8

σgg 1.0+0.3
−0.2 1.3+0.4

−0.3 3.5+0.9
−0.7 4.1+0.9

−0.7

σNLO+NNLL 44.9+0.6
−0.6 54.8+0.7

−0.8 108.2+1.3
−1.5 119.5+1.5

−1.6

σ′NLO+NNLL 45.9+0.5
−0.6 56.1+0.7

−0.8 111.7+1.8
−1.6 123.6+2.0

−1.8

σNNLO
approx 45.0+0.4

−0.1 54.9+0.5
−0.05 108.3+1.0

−0.4 119.6+1.2
−0.5

σ′NNLO
approx 46.0+0.4

−0.047 56.2+0.6
−0.1 111.8+1.7

−1.1 123.7+1.8
−1.2

using MSTW2008 PDFs. Both tables fix the central value of µ0
h = MWW and µ0

s = µmin
s .

Table II takes the central factorization scale to be fixed at µ0
f = 2MW , while Table III

uses a dynamical central scale, µ0
f = MWW . The top line is the NLO result obtained from

MCFM [8] (which includes the gg initial state) and is calculated using NLO PDFs. The

second line of the tables is the gg contribution, σgg, calculated using MCFM, but with

NNLO PDFs (as is appropriate for combining with the NNLL and approximate NNLO

results). The third and fourth rows contain the NNLL matched and approximate NNLO

cross sections evaluated with NNLO PDFs but without the gg contribution, σNLO+NNLL

and σNLO
approx, respectively. The fifth and sixth rows are the same as the third and fourth,

but with the gg contribution now included. The uncertainties in the matched cross section

correspond to taking the central values of the hard, soft, and factorization scales and varying

each separately up and down by a factor of 2. The uncertainties in the approximate NNLO

cross section correspond to varying the factorization and Qh scales by a factor of two around

their central values. The resulting uncertainties are added in quadrature.
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[S. Dawson et al (2013)]

• approximate NNLO: few percent effect 	

• beyond NNLO, tiny resummation effect (~ Higgs N3LO)



VV:  [Gehrmann et al (2013)]	


VV*: [Henn, Smirnov, to appear]

more complicated

Towards the exact NNLO for qq->VV
All qq->VV loop amplitudes known numerically

[Chachamis, talk at EPS-HEP 2013]

Analytical results:

REASONABLE TO EXPECT RESULTS IN THE NOT TOO FAR FUTURE



gg->VV: worse situation

LO: Known 
[Glover, van der Bij (1989); Binoth et al 

(2006,2008); Campbell et al (2011)...] 

NLO: Unknown 

NNLO: Unknown 

GLUON-INDUCED PROCESS -> EXPECT LARGE CORRECTIONS

Apart from γγ [Bern et al (2002)]



gg->VV: can we compute at least NLO?

Low invariant mass: neglect the top-loop contribution

qq->VV @ NNLO and gg->VV @ NLO same complexity

AFTER QQ->VV @ NNLO, NEXT NATURAL STEP

Profit from acquired knowledge for qq->VV @ NNLO



At high invariant mass, VV strongly couple to the 
THIRD GENERATION

V

V

u,c, T

Multi-scale problem	

internal masses

(WELL) BEYOND OUR CURRENT 
COMPUTATIONAL TECHNOLOGY

Yet important:	

• off-shell tail -> indirect measurement of the Higgs width	

• large pT tails (coupling extraction, channel separation…)	

• irreducible background for SM-like heavy Higgs	

• high mass Higgs exclusion limits



High-mass region

(N)NLO in the soft approximation

We are interested in the production of a 	

high invariant-mass system in the gluon-gluon channel

� =

Z 1

⌧

dz

z
L
⇣⌧
z

⌘
�̂(z)

⌧ = M2/s

Rapidly falling 
gluon PDF

The cross section is dominated by the soft z ~1 region



(N)NLO in the soft approximation
Enhanced terms: emission of soft gluons

Bulk of the result, universal

Process-dependent	

Usually neglected in the soft approximation

�̂ = �0 + �0
↵s
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A soft-approximation for gg->VV @ (N)NLO
[Bonvini, FC et al (2013)]
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• correct kinematics information [R.D. Ball, Bonvini et al (2013)]	

• correct leading collinear behavior [Catani et al (2013)]	


!
!
!
!

• unknown loop amplitude estimated using EFT

Improvements w.r.t traditional soft approximation:



Validating the approximation: gg ! H ! WW

Inclusive K-factors, high-mass SM-like Higgs3

4m2
W ≪ Q2 ≪ 4m2

t , mb ∼ mt. In this limit, the in-
terference is dominated by the contribution of longitudi-
nally polarized W bosons, which can be obtained from
QCD corrections to the production of two neutral scalars
gg → HH in the heavy top mass limit [21]. Since both
the box contribution for gg → HH and the triangle con-
tribution for gg → H are described by the same effec-
tive Lagrangian, the virtual QCD corrections should be
identical in the two cases. Although the assumptions
Q2 ≪ 4m2

t , mt ∼ mb are not really justified, we take the
value for c1 that is obtained in that limit as a reference
value, and estimate the sensitivity of the final result to
its variations.

The soft approximation of Eq. (5) is of course only de-
fined up to subleading terms. An optimal choice of sub-
leading terms can be found [17] by using a combination
of analiticity arguments in Mellin space, and information
on universal subleading terms in the z → 1 limit, aris-
ing partly from the exact soft-gluon kinematics [15] and
partly from universal collinear splitting kernels [12, 22].
A discussion of this optimal soft approximation is be-
yond the scope of this paper, and we refer to Ref. [17]
for a full discussion. Here, we note that the best approx-
imation proposed in [17] (called soft2 there) effectively
amounts to performing in Eq. (5) the replacement

Di(z) → Di(z) + δDi(z),

δDi(z) = (2− 3z + 2z2)
lni 1−z√

z

1− z
−

lni(1− z)

1− z
, (6)

where δDi(z) is an ordinary function (not a distribution).
In what follows, we will call the approximation based on
Eq. (5) with such replacement a “soft-collinear” approxi-
mation. We will quantify the impact of subleading effects
by comparing this improved soft-collinear approximation
to a purely soft result.

At higher orders the soft approximation Eq. (5) is also
known: see e.g. Eq. (79) in [16]. We improve it anal-
ogously to Eq. (6), see Ref. [17] for details. This soft-
collinear approximation is the basis for the NLO and
NNLO numerical results for the signal and the interfer-
ence that we discuss in the next Section.

III. NUMERICAL RESULTS

We consider the process gg → W+(e+ν)W−(e−ν̄) at
the LHC for two values of the center-of-mass energy:√
s = 8 TeV and

√
s = 13 TeV. We take the Higgs mass

to be mh = 600 GeV, and its total decay width to be
Γh = 122.5 GeV [23]. All numerical results presented be-
low are obtained with a fixed-width Breit-Wigner func-
tion. We have checked that use of the running-width in
the Breit-Wigner propagator [24] leads to results for the
signal and interferences that differ by an amount that
is below our accuracy goal, and we expect that same is
likely to be the case for a full treatment of finite-width
effects [5, 6]. Moreover, we have found that the QCD

√
s = 8 TeV

√
s = 13 TeV

NLO NNLO NLO NNLO

exact 2.150 2.78 2.074 2.67

soft-collinear 2.19±5 2.82±12 2.13±6 2.73±12

TABLE I: K-factors for the inclusive Higgs-only cross section
in the narrow width approximation, with mh = 600 GeV,
computed using the exact theory, our best soft-collinear ap-
proximation, and an unimproved soft approximation (see text
for details). The (N)NLO result is computed using (N)NLO
PDFs, while the reference LO cross section is always com-
puted with NLO PDFs. Numerical results are obtained using
the code [26].

radiative corrections are insensitive to the propagator, to
the accuracy we work to. We let both the W -bosons de-
cay leptonically and reconstruct all kinematic variables
from the charged lepton and neutrino momenta. We take
theW total width to be ΓW = 2.11 GeV and heavy quark
masses mt = 172.5 GeV and mb = 4.4 GeV.

We use the NNPDF2.3 PDF set [25] at NLO and
NNLO, with αs(mZ) = 0.118. Throughout this paper,
we set the renormalization and factorization scales equal
to the Higgs boson mass µR = µF = mh. In constructing
our soft-collinear approximation, we retain the exact mt

and mb dependence where available. For example, we
use the exact value of c1, Eq. (5), for the signal process,
while for the analogous O(α2

s) coefficient c2 we use the
value computed in the infinite mt (point-like) approxi-
mation. Note that with this choice, all logarithmic terms
at NNLO have the exact mt and mb dependence, while
the coefficient of the δ(1 − z) term is only approximate.
As mentioned in Sect. II, for the interference we take the
result in the m2

W ≪ Q2 ≪ m2
t , mb ∼ mt limit as our

reference value.
To assess the quality of the soft-collinear approxima-

tion, we first test it against the signal-only gg → H pro-
cess at NLO and NNLO. Results are shown in Tab. I for
two values of the collider energy. The K-factors com-
puted (without including the Higgs decay) using the ex-
act theory3 are compared to those obtained with our soft-
collinear approximation, or with the so-called N -soft ap-
proximation, defined in Ref. [17]. The latter amounts to
approximating the partonic cross section with the inverse
Mellin transform of a pure N -space soft approximation,
in which only powers of lnN and constant terms are kept.

3 At NNLO, an exact result valid for large Higgs masses is not
currently available. For our result, we use the exact result at
NLO [18] plus the point-like result at O(α2

s), improving it with
those mt, mb dependent terms which are fully determined by
lower orders (which include all soft-collinear terms). We have
checked that the result obtained in this way is stable upon varia-
tion of small-z terms up to the accuracy shown in Table I, which
is a consequence of the dominance of soft-collinear terms for a
heavy Higgs boson at the LHC [27].
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An application: signal/background 
interference for heavy Higgs searches

We believe that the 	

interference K-factor 	

can be estimated to "
             accuracyO(10%)

4

√
s = 8 TeV

√
s = 13 TeV

LO NLO NNLO LO NLO NNLO

σH 0.909 1.99(5) 2.6(1) 3.77 8.1(2) 10.3(5)

σHi 1.188 2.6(1) 3.4(3) 4.56 9.7(4) 12.5(9)

σH/σLO
H — 2.19(5) 2.8(1) — 2.14(5) 2.7(1)

σHi/σ
LO
Hi — 2.2(1) 2.9(2) — 2.13(9) 2.8(2)

TABLE II: Results (in fb) for the Higgs-only cross sec-
tion σH and the signal+interference cross section σHi, with
mh = 600 GeV. No cuts on the final state applied. The errors
represent the uncertainty on the soft-collinear approximation
and on the unknown background coefficients, estimated as
explained in the text.

Both approximations reproduce the exact result to
O(3%) or better in all configurations. At

√
s = 8 TeV,

where the soft-collinear terms are expected to domi-
nate [27], our soft-collinear approximation reproduces the
exact result to better thanO(2%), while at higher energy,√
s = 13 TeV, the agreement deteriorates slightly, be-

cause non-soft terms become relatively more important.
However, whereas at NNLO the soft-collinear approxi-
mation is more accurate than the N -soft, at NLO the
opposite happens. This occurs because numerically the
N -soft approximation happens to be closer to the exact
result than our improved soft-collinear one in the small-
N limit. Since the small-N limit is beyond the region of
applicability for both of these approximations, we con-
sider this feature to be accidental but note that one can
improve both of these approximations by matching them
to the correct small-N limit [29]. In what follows we use
the soft-collinear approximation as the default and take
the spread of values between the soft-collinear and the
N -soft approximations as an estimate of the uncertainty
due to deficiencies of these approximations in the small-
N region.

We have also checked the reliability of our approxi-
mation for differential distributions when decays are in-
cluded. Indeed, at NLO accuracy, we find that our ap-
proximate results for the lepton pt and rapidity distribu-
tions and for the lepton invariant mass mll distribution
are in good agreement with the full result obtained from
MCFM [28].

Having assessed the accuracy of our approximation, we
can now apply it to study higher order corrections to the
signal-background interference. As explained in the pre-
vious Section, we need the exact leading order prediction
for the interference. We extract it from Ref. [7], as im-
plemented in MCFM. For the Higgs boson signal, we use
the exact expression obtained as discussed above. For the
background, we include the contributions of all the three
quark generations, see [7] for details. We also need the
infrared-regulated virtual cross section c1, and the analo-
gous NNLO coefficient c2. As already mentioned, we take
the signal values for these coefficients c̄1,2 as a reference,
and study the impact of virtual corrections on the inter-

√
s = 8 TeV

√
s = 13 TeV

LO NLO NNLO LO NLO NNLO

σH 0.379 0.83(2) 1.07(5) 1.55 3.29(8) 4.2(2)

σHi 0.427 0.93(3) 1.20(7) 1.66 3.5(1) 4.5(2)

σH/σLO
H — 2.19(5) 2.8(1) — 2.13(5) 2.7(1)

σHi/σ
LO
Hi — 2.19(7) 2.8(2) — 2.12(6) 2.7(1)

TABLE III: Same as Table II, but with Higgs-based cuts on
the final state. See text for details.

ference by varying c1,2 in the range −5c̄1,2 < c1,2 < 5c̄1,2.
We first discuss the impact of QCD corrections on

the inclusive cross section. Following Ref. [7], we
compare the signal-only cross section σH with the
background-subtracted cross section σHi ≡ σgg→WW −
σgg→WW |bg only, which includes interference effects. We
report our results for the signal only cross section σH and
the signal+interference cross section σHi for c1,2 = c̄1,2
in Table II. To facilitate the comparison with the results
of Ref. [7], LO results are computed using NLO PDFs.
For the signal, the quoted error is obtained by comparing
our soft-collinear approximation to the N -soft approxi-
mation. For the background, we also consider the ad-
ditional uncertainty coming from independently varying
the c1,2 coefficients for the first two and the third gener-
ation in the −5c̄1,2 < c1,2 < 5c̄1,2 range. This leads to an
uncertainty of about 6% on the interference predictions
which, combined with the uncertainty of the soft approx-
imation, gives an overall uncertainty of about 8− 9% at
NNLO, see Table II. This uncertainty is of same order
of magnitude as the current uncertainties in the Higgs
production rate σNNLO related to higher-order QCD ra-
diative corrections, PDF and αs uncertainties etc, see [3].
We conclude that our approach to estimate higher order
corrections to the signal-background interference in the
Higgs production offers a robust framework and adequate
phenomenological precision.

We turn to a discussion of the impact of the interfer-
ence in a more realistic setup, by imposing selection cuts
on leptons and neutrinos. Apart from the standard ac-
ceptance cuts on the lepton rapidity ηl, lepton transverse
momentum pt and missing energy /Et,

|ηl| < 2.5, pt > 25 GeV, /Et > 20 GeV (7)

we impose additional signal-enhancement cuts, linearly
extrapolating numerical values given in Ref. [30]. To this
end, we require at least one lepton with pt > 130 GeV,
and impose the following cuts on the lepton invariant
mass mll, azimuthal separation ∆φll of the two leptons
and transverse mass of the W+W− pair m⊥:

mll < 500 GeV, ∆φll < 3.05,

120 GeV < m⊥ < mh. (8)

We note that we have validated the soft-collinear ap-
proximation at NLO QCD against MCFM for the differ-
ential distributions, so that we believe that our results
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FIG. 1: Lepton azimuthal distance ∆φll distribution in the fully inclusive case (left pane) and with experimental cuts (right
pane) computed with the NNLO QCD soft-collinear approximation described in the text. Dots show the rescaled MCFM result
for the signal dσMCFM

NLO ×KNNLO/KNLO, where K(N)NLO is the inclusive K-factor.
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FIG. 2: Same as Fig. 1, but for the lepton invariant mass mll distribution.

are reliable even when cuts on the final state are im-
posed. We report our results in Tab. III. We see that
the impact of the interference is mildly (but notably) re-
duced when the Higgs-selection cuts are applied to the
final state particles. Note also that radiative corrections
to the interference are rather similar to corrections to the
signal cross section.

We conclude this Section by showing the effect of the
interference on selected kinematic distributions at the
13 TeV LHC. In Fig. 1 we plot the difference of the
azimuthal angle ∆φll of the two charged leptons with
(right pane) and without (left pane) Higgs-selection cuts.
In Fig. 2 we do the same for the invariant mass of the
charged leptons mll. We plot the NNLO QCD results ob-
tained with our soft-collinear approximation as described
in Sect. II, using c1,2 = c̄1,2 for the interference case. We
see that the Higgs-selection cuts reduce the importance
of the interference, as already seen in the total rate.

An interesting feature of our results is that our approx-
imation reproduces, to a good accuracy, all the kinematic
distributions as obtained with MCFM. In particular, all
the distributions can be perfectly reproduced by rescal-

ing the MCFM leading order distributions by the inclu-
sive NNLO K-factor. For the signal, we also compare
our NNLO approximation against the known NLO distri-
butions, rescaled by the NNLO/NLO inclusive K-factor
(also shown in the plots). Also in this case, the agree-
ment is excellent; the only exception is the azimuthal
angle distribution where differences are seen at large rel-
ative angles. This is due to the fact that our soft-collinear
approximation does not reproduce the effects of a hard
emission, which modify the angular distribution. Note,
however, that the azimuthal angle cut plays an insignif-
icant role in separating the heavy Higgs boson from the
background so that the impact of this mismatch on cor-
rections to the interference is minor.

IV. CONCLUSIONS

We have estimated the impact of QCD radiative cor-
rections on the signal-background interference in gg →
H → W+W− process for a heavy Higgs boson. We con-
structed a soft-collinear approximation to higher-order



Conclusions and outlook

• gg->VV processes very interesting for Higgs physics	

• as a background	

• as a tool to probe Higgs properties (model independent 

determination of Higgs width/couplings)	


• gg->VV currently known only at LO	

• but soft approximation is available, reliable in the high invariant 

mass region	

• can be used for instance for high-mass Higgs searches	


• Expect improvements soon	

• full NNLO for qq->VV to be completed soon	

• profit from the acquired knowledge and compute NLO gg->VV in 

the low invariant mass region



Thank you for  
your attention!


